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Information,Decisions, and Productivity:
On-Board Computers and Capacity Utilizationin Trucking
N. HUBBARD*
By THOMAS
Productivityreflectsnot only how efficientlyinputsare transformedinto outputs,but
also how well informationis applied to resource allocation decisions. This paper
examineshow informationtechnology has affected capacity utilizationin the trucking industry. Estimates for 1997 indicate that advanced on-board computers
(OBCs) have increased capacity utilizationamong adopting trucks by 13 percent.
These increases are higher thanfor 1992, suggesting lags in the returnsto adoption,
and are highly skewed across hauls. The 1997 estimates imply that OBCs have
enabled 3-percent higher capacity utilization in the industry,which translates to
billions of dollars of annual benefits. (JEL D24, L92, 033, 047)

Theoretical links between economic performance and the use of information,such as those
in F. A. Hayek's (1945) famous analysisof economicorganization,are at the core of a recurring
theme in the productivityliterature:the premise
that informationtechnology (IT) offers opportunities for large productivitygains. Empirical
evidence showing links between IT diffusion
and productivityhas been scarce until recently,
however.1Researchersin the field referto this as
"the productivity paradox." The difficulty of
findingrelationshipsbetweenIT use and productivityusing aggregatedatais well-summarizedby
Robert Solow's oft-cited observation:"You can
see the computerage everywhereexcept in the
productivitystatistics."
This paper examines micro-level empirical
relationshipsbetween IT use and productivityin
the truckingindustryin the 1990's. Productivity

in this industry, as elsewhere in the economy,
depends critically on how well information is
brought to bear on resource allocation decisions.2 Supply and demand conditions change
constantly;forecastingexactly when and where
trucks will be available and exactly when and
where shipperswill demand service is difficult
more than a few hours in advance. Information
about trucks' availability and value in different
uses is highly dispersed, and communication
costs create situationswhere the individualsdeciding how individual trucks should be usedusually, dispatchers-do not have good
information about trucks' availability. Trucks
are not always allocated to their most valuable
use as a consequence. Poor matches between
capacity and demands lead to underutilization
in the form of idle trucks and partially full or
empty trailers.
Using truck-level data collected by the U.S.
Bureauof the Census, I examine how on-board
computer (OBC) use has affected capacity utilization. OBCs help managersat truckingfirms
or divisions monitor trucks and drivers. Lowend devices-trip recorders-make truck drivers' activities more contractible and help
mechanicsdiagnose engine problems.High-end
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devices-electronic vehicle management systems (EVMS)-also provide dispatchers realtime informationabout trucks' location and an
efficient means of communicatingwith distant
drivers. These additional capabilities let dispatchers make and implement better resource
allocation decisions: they can allocate trucks
across existing ordersand marketexcess capacity better than they otherwise could. This, in
turn, can lead to better matches between truck
capacity and demands within and across firms.
Better matches boost capacity utilization and
productivityin the industry.
I find evidence that OBC use has increased
capacity utilizationsignificantlyin the industry.
Estimates using 1997 data indicate that loaded
miles per period in use are 13 percent higher
among trucks for which advanced OBCs have
been adopted than those without OBCs. Other
evidence suggests that this reflects that OBCs
have caused capacity utilization increases by
improving dispatchers'ability to make and implement resource allocation decisions. There is
little evidence of truckutilizationincreases due
to incentive improvements.The average benefits to adopters are higher in 1997 than 1992,
suggesting lags in the returnsto adoption, and
are highly skewed across hauls. About threequartersof the capacity utilization benefits are
on trucks that haul goods long distances in
nonspecializedtrailers.The 1997 estimatesimply
that OBC-enabled improvements in decisionmaking have led to 3.3 percent higher capacity
utilization in this nearly $500 billion sector of
the economy, which translates to about $16
billion in annual benefits. These benefits are
likely to increase as complementaryeconomic
institutionssuch as centralizedmarketsdevelop
in the industry and as diffusion becomes more
widespread.
This study stands at the intersection of the
productivity, economics of technology, and
economics of organizations literatures,and is
importantfor several reasons. First, it provides
strong evidence of productivity gains from IT
adoption.There is no "productivityparadox"in
trucking. This study adds to a growing set of
studies that document relationships between
productivityand IT use, some of which are cited
above. Relative to most other studies, the data
and context studied here provide for an unusually good environmentfor measuringIT-related
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productivity gains. Second, as the Hayek cite
indicates, understandingrelationships between
informationaland resource allocation improvements is central for understandingthe performance of economic organizations and how
decreases in informationcosts lead to increases
in welfare. This is one of the first empirical
studies to examine these relationshipsin detail.
An advantageof this paper's micro-level industry study approach[sharedby Athey and Stem
(2002)] is that one can understandexactly how
and why IT use leads to productivity gains.
Third,truck-trackingis one of the firstcommercially importantwirelessnetworkingapplications.
Wireless networking applications are expected
to diffuse more broadly in the economy in the
near future;this study helps researchersunderstand their economic implications. The conclusion that OBCs have generatedlarge benefits in
truckingsuggests that new networkingapplications have the potential to generate large welfare gains elsewhere.3 Last, few individual
applicationshave the potentialfor as significant
a macroeconomiceffect as OBC-enabledtrucktracking. OBCs fundamentally improved resource allocation decisions in an industry that
interactswith most sectors of the economy and
amounts to about 6 percent of GDP (including
the value added produced by private fleets).
OBC diffusion and related logistical improvements were nontrivialcontributorsto economic
growth in the United States during the 1990's.
An outline of the rest of the paper follows.
The next section describes the institutionalsetting and depicts how OBCs improve incentives
and resource allocation decisions in trucking.
Section II presents the data and the basic empirical patterns.Section III outlines the empirical framework. Section IV discusses the
estimation results. Section V concludes.
I. Informationand CapacityUtilizationin
Trucking
The physical partof the productionprocess in
truckingis simple. Cargois loaded onto a truck,
or a truck's trailer. An individual-a driverdrives the truck to its destination, where the
3 See Robert J. Gordon (2000) for a
skeptic's view.
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cargo is unloaded.The outputof the production
process is the movement of cargo.
All else equal, costs per unit of output fall
with capacity utilization. The per-unit cost of
moving cargo on a truck increases less than
proportionatelywith the weight of the cargo,
and firms bear opportunitycosts when trucks
are idle, especially when idle trucks imply idle
drivers. Truck capacity is lumpy and locationand time-specific. Capacity utilization is high
when truckshaul a series of full loads, each of
which startsclose to and soon afterthe previous
one finished.
Achieving high levels of capacity utilization
is easy in some circumstances,but hard in others. When shippershave consistent demandsto
transport full loads of cargo back and forth
between two points, high utilizationratescan be
achieved by dedicating trucks and drivers to a
shipper and route. Most situations are not like
this, however. Individual shippers usually do
not have demands for both legs of a round trip
and shipmentsoften do not fill trailers.In such
situations, high capacity utilization requires
trucks to haul different shippers' cargo on the
same run.
Capacity utilization thus depends largely on
how well individuals can identify and agglomerate complementarydemands onto individual
trucks. Higher quality matches increase capacity utilizationby keeping truckson the road and
loaded more, and thereforeraise truck drivers'
productivity.4
It follows that understandingthe link between information and capacity utilization requires some understandingof the institutions
that facilitatematching,individuals'role within
these institutions, and how informationalimprovementslead to bettermatches both directly
and throughorganizationalchanges. This is the
topic of the next subsection.
A. Institutionsand MarketClearing
Market clearing in truckingis unlike that in
textbook economics models. It does not take
place in centralized markets in which partici4 Links between productivity and the efficiency of the
market-clearingprocess exist in many markets,particularly
those like truckingin which supply and demandare highly
differentiated.Labor marketsare good examples.
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pants simply observe p ices and decide how
much capacityto sell to or buy from the market.
Centralizedmarketshave traditionallybeen unimportantin trucking,in large part because capacity and demandsare highly differentiatedin
terms of time, location, and equipmentcharacteristics. Organizing centralized markets that
are so narrowlydefined is costly relative to the
benefits such marketswould generate.5Instead,
capacity and demand are matched in a highly
decentralizedmanner in which buyers, sellers,
and intermediaries engage in costly search.
These parties identify trading opportunitiesby
contacting each other directly rather than
throughmarkets.
One way complementarydemandsare identified is that shippersthemselves searchfor other
shipperswith complementarydemands.For example,a shipperwith one-waydemandsbetween
Chicago and St. Louis will search for a shipper
with one-way demands between St. Louis and
Chicago.However,muchof the time complementary demands are identified by intermediaries,
who add value by loweringsearchcosts.
There are two main classes of intermediaries
in trucking:for-hire carriersand brokers.They
differ in whetherthey own trucks;for-hirecarriers control truck fleets but brokersdo not. As
explained by George F. Baker and Hubbard
(2003), truck ownership enhances intermediaries' incentives to find complementaryhauls because it allows them to appropriatea greater
share of the surplus.Most intermediariesin the
industry are for-hire carriers.Shippers tend to
use for-hire carrierswhen identifying complementarydemandsis important,such as for long
or less-than-truckloadhauls, and private fleets
when it is not.
Shippers and carriers sometimes contract
aheadfor service. These contractsusually cover
a series of recurringhauls. Arrangementsof this
sort reduce searchcosts by eliminatingthe need
to search for trading partnersrecurrently,but
tend to lower the short-termefficiency of the
match between trucks and hauls.6 Hubbard
S Narrowly defined markets tend to be illiquid, and
matchesin such marketsmay not improve much upon those
achieved throughdecentralizedmatching.
6
They may also serve to lower hold-up risks, by protecting relationship-specificinformationalinvestments. See
Hubbard(2001).
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(2001) shows that contracting becomes more
prevalent relative to simple spot arrangements
as local markets become thinner, particularly
for long hauls. Shippersand carrierstend to rely
on short-termarrangementswhen they use nonspecialized equipment for hauls on thick shipping lanes, but longer-termarrangementswhen
they use specialized equipment or operate on
thin shipping lanes. Capacityand demandstend
to be matched over longer horizons for hauls
involving specialized equipment than nonspecialized equipment.
Both the presence of intermediariesand the
fact that most intermediariesown trucks thus
can be interpretedas institutionalresponses to
the matchingproblem.The presenceof intermediaries lowers search costs; truck ownership
providesintermediariesstrongincentives to find
good matches. These institutional features increase capacity utilization and thus raise truck
drivers' productivity.
B. Dispatch and Information
Operationally, the people most directly involved in matchingcapacity to demandare dispatchers.Dispatchers assign trucks and drivers
to hauls. Dispatcherswho manage shippers'private fleets primarilyassign trucksto their internal customer's hauls. Those who manage forhire carriers' fleets assign trucks to external
customers' (shippers')hauls. Dispatcherssometimes actively search for additionalhauls when
doing so would increase capacity utilization,
contacting shippers either directly or through
brokers.7 For example, they try to find good
"backhauls"(returntrips).8 Such activities are
more common for dispatchers managing forhire thanprivatefleets. But they are not unusual
7
At larger firms, different individuals assign trucks to
hauls and solicit business. I will abstractfrom the fact that
individuals specialize, assuming that they work closely
enough togetherso thatthey can be consideredone decisionmaking unit.
8 In principle dispatcherscould also identify other hauls
along the same route that would fill less-than-fulltrucks.In
practice, trucks rarely pick up additional loads en route
unless such loads are arranged well in advance. Many
classes of cargo (especially bulk, liquid, or refrigerated
cargo) cannot be mixed, and extra stops can increase the
probability of late arrivals, especially when they are not
planned in advance.
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within privatefleets, particularlyin cases where
shippersuse private fleets for long hauls.
Dispatcherswork in a highly dynamic environment.Assignments and schedules are not set
far in advance, particularlywhen it is hard to
forecast exactly when individual shippers will
demand service and exactly when particular
trucks will come free. In practice, dispatchers
assign trucks and driversto a series of hauls at
the beginning of the day or a shift. This is often
a provisionalschedule. They then updateschedules throughoutthe day as situations warrant,
rearrangingassignments in response to unexpected delays and new service orders (some of
which they may have actively solicited to fill
capacity).Dispatcherswho do this well increase
the productivityof the trucks and drivers they
manage.
Informationis a critical input to dispatchers'
decisions. In particular,knowing where trucks
are and how full their trailersare lets dispatchers forecastbetterthe time and location capacity
will become available. Better forecasts, in turn,
allow them to allocate trucks across existing
orders and market spare capacity more efficiently. They also can provide customersbetter
informationabout arrivaltimes.
Informationprocessing and communication
capabilities are importantas well, because they
help dispatchersmake good decisions and redirect drivers.Most dispatchersuse route-planning
software packages to help develop schedules.
Many of these packages are relatively inexpensive and PC-based. Dispatcherscommonly use
the softwareto draftschedules, which they then
revise to account for factors not accounted for
by the software.
Communicatingwith drivershas traditionally
been difficult when trucksoperateoutside radio
range (about 25 miles). Dispatchersand drivers
relied on a "check and call" system in which
driversstoppedand called in every three to four
hours. During the 1990's, declines in the price
of long-distance cellular communication led
many dispatchers and drivers to abandon this
system and communicatewith cellular phones.
This has significant advantagesover the previous system because it allows dispatchersto initiate contact with distant driversjust like they
do with those close by. Dispatchers no longer
have to wait until drivers call in to give them
instructions,and drivers do not have to find a
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and provide a close-to-real-time data connection between dispatchersand trucks. These additional capabilities help dispatchers make
better scheduling decisions and communicate
them quickly to drivers.Knowingexactly where
trucks are helps dispatchers allocate trucks
across existing service ordersand marketexcess
capacity better. The communicationlink helps
them notify driversof schedule changes quickly
and effectively. From above, one would expect
these capabilities to be particularlyimportant
when truckshaul goods long distanceson irregular schedules, since monitoringand communication costs traditionally have had a large
impacton dispatchers'abilityto matchtrucksto
hauls efficiently in such situations.
The ways in which OBCs affect supply in
trucking guide the empirical strategy. Conceptually, capacity utilization reflects both loaded
miles duringthe periodsthattrucksare "inuse,"
(i.e., away from their base) and the numberof
periods trucks are in use. From the discussion
above, improvementsin drivers' incentives and
C. On-Board Computers
dispatchers' resource allocation decisions priTwo classes of OBCs began to diffuse in the
marily affect supply by increasingloaded miles
recordlate
in
the
1980's:
duringthe periodstrucksare in use, for example
trip
truckingindustry
ers and electronic vehicle managementsystems
by reducingthe time duringa runthattrucksare
idle or run empty. Because this is the margin
(EVMS).
Trip recordersmonitor how drivers operate where truck-level relationships between OBC
use and capacity utilization are most likely to
trucks.They recordwhen truckswere turnedon
and off, trucks' speed over time, and incidents reflect their effect on supply, this paperseeks to
estimate how much OBCs affect loaded miles
of hardbraking.Trip recorderscollect data onto
a storage device. Dispatchersupload these data per period in use.
In contrast,truck-levelrelationshipsbetween
once driversreturnto their base. The data trip
use and periods in use are unlikely to
OBC
inverifiable
collect
recorders
providedispatchers
formationregardingdrivers'activities,including reflect OBCs' effect on supply: monitoringimwhetherthey were speedingor took unauthorized provements generally do not affect how many
periodstruckscan potentiallybe "inuse."9Such
breaks.Triprecordersalso trackhow trucks'encodes
fault
track
relationships instead are likely to reflect the
gines perform;for example,they
that result when engines work improperly.This
informationis useful to mechanics because it
9 There
helps them diagnoseengine problemsbetter.
may be exceptions to this, though I do not
these exceptions to be significantempirically.Conbelieve
Trip recordersare thus useful for improving
a truck for an out-anddrivers'incentives and mechanics' maintenance sider a situation when scheduling
back run would lead it to be idle the following period when
decisions. They are not particularlyuseful for
it is at its base. If EVMS newly leads dispatchersto find
improving dispatchers'resource allocation dehauls that would bring it back in a "triangle,"thus avoiding
cisions because they do not provide dispatchers an idle period at home, this would increase periods in use
but not loaded miles per period in use. I believe such an
informationin a timely enough fashion.
effect to be minor; whether trucks are scheduled on "outEVMS are more advanced than trip recordand-back"or more complicatedroutes depends far more on
ers. They contain all trip recorders'capabilities. the size of demands in different shipping lanes than disIn addition, they record trucks' geographic lopatchers' ability to match trucks more precisely to these
cation (for example, using satellite tracking) demands.
pay phonejust to provide statusreportsand ask
if there are schedulechanges. Using cell phones
alone has drawbacks, however. In particular,
there remain significantcoverage gaps, and information about trucks' location takes time to
collect and is neitherverifiablenor in electronically processable form.
Thus, information costs have traditionally
lowered capacity utilization in the industrybecause difficulties in monitoringtrucks' location
and communicatingschedule changes to drivers
have made it hard for dispatchers to match
trucks to hauls efficiently while trucks are on
the road. This has been particularlythe case
when trucks operate far from home and demands are not regular.Finding complementary
"backhauls"is particularlyimportantand communicating with drivers sometimes difficult
when hauls take trucks far from their base and
irregularitymakes it hard to arrangefor backhauls in advance.
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allocation of demand across trucks-they
would exist if shippers shift demands toward
trucking firms whose trucks have OBCs and
away from those whose trucks do not, or if
dispatchers utilize their best-equipped trucks
more than other trucks when capacity exceeds
demand-and might appeareven if OBCs had
no supply-side effect on capacity utilization.
Alternatively,such relationshipsmay reflect reverse causation:truckowners may adopt OBCs
more when they expect trucks to be used more
periods. An important goal of the empirical
frameworkwill be to disentangle relationships
between OBC use and loaded miles per period
in use from those between OBC use and periods
in use. However, this will involve controlling
for rather than interpreting relationships between OBC use and periods in use.10
There is an importanteconomic distinction
between trip recordersand EVMS. Both classes
of devices are useful for improving incentives
and maintenance decisions. EVMS, however,
are also useful for improving resource allocation decisions ("coordination").
This paperfocuses primarilyon the impact of
OBCs' coordination-improvingcapabilities on
capacity utilization.11There are two reasons for
this.
First, evidence from the tradepress and plant
visits indicatesthatOBCs primarilyaffect supply
through better dispatch, not through improvements in drivers'incentivesor maintenancedecisions. One exceptionto this is when drivers'jobs
involve cargo handlingas well as driving;some
firms attributeproductivitygains to the abilityto
trackhow long driversspendat stops.Truckscan
be utlized moreintensivelywhendriversload and
unload cargo faster (see Baker and Hubbard,
2003). OBC adoptionalso may have led some
firms to provide driversstrongerfuel economybased incentives, and this may have led to productivitygains, but there is little indicationthat
these increasesare substantial.

Second, it is difficult to isolate the impact of
OBCs' incentive-improvingcapabilities,because
all OBCs have both incentive-and maintenanceimprovingcapabilities.
II. Data
The data are from the U.S. Bureau of the
Census' 1992 and 1997 Truck Inventory and
Use Surveys (TIUS).12The TIUS is a mail-out
survey taken every five years as part of the
Census of Transportation.The Census takes a
randomsample of trucksfrom vehicle registration records,and sends their owners a questionnaire that asks them about the characteristics
and use of their trucks.13For example, questions ask respondents their trucks' make and
model. Importantlyfor this study, the Survey
asks whether trucks have trip recorders or
EVMS installed. It also asks many questions
abouthow truckswere used duringthe previous
year, including such things as whether they
were owned by their driver,whetherthey operated within a private or for-hire fleet, how far
from home they generally operated,what kind
of trailerwas attached,what classes of products
they carried, and the state in which they were
based. Although the TIUS contains observations of a wide variety of trucktypes, all of the
analysis in this paper uses only observationsof
truck-tractors,the front halves of tractor-trailer
combinations.
The Survey also asks several questions that
elicit informationregardinghow intensively individual trucks were utilized. Answers to these
questionsprovide the variablesused to evaluate
productivity. One question asks how many
miles the truck was driven during the previous
year. Otherquestions ask what fractionof miles
the truckwas driven without a trailer,and what
fractionof miles it was drivenempty. Combined
12

10To the extent that relationshipsbetween OBC use and
periods in use do reflect that OBCs increase periods in use,
focusing only on how OBCs affect loaded miles per period
in use would understatehow much OBCs affect capacity
utilization.
" Other
papers [Bakerand Hubbard(2000, 2003)] have
examinedthe organizationalimplicationsof OBCs' incentiveimproving capabilities.
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The 1997 Survey is actually called the Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey. See U.S. Bureauof the Census (1995,
2000) and Hubbard (2000) for more details about these
Surveys.
13 Since draws are taken from vehicle
identification
numbers,samplingis randomizedacross trucks,not firmsor
industry sectors. The trucks in my 1992 sample make up
about 3 percent of truck-tractorsregistered in the United
States; sampling rates were about one-third lower in 1997
than 1992 for budgetaryreasons.
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with the numberof miles the truck was driven,
answers to these questions indicate the number
of miles the truck was driven with cargo
("loaded miles"). The Survey also asks the
weight of the truckwhen empty and the average
weight of the truck plus cargo during a typical
haul in the previous year. The difference between these figures is the average weight of the
cargo the truckhauled ("cargoweight"). Multiplying loaded miles by cargo weight and dividing by 2,000 gives an estimate of the truck's
output during the previous year in ton-miles.
Finally, the Survey asks owners how many
weeks out of the year trucks were in use, defined as the numberof weeks in which a truckis
ever used to haul cargo. As I discuss below, this
is an importantvariable in the analysis. Its absence from previous Surveys is the reason I use
only the 1992 and 1997 Surveys.
Responses to these questions likely overstate trucks' output and capacity utilization
somewhat, although probably in a similar
fashion from year to year. Cargo weight is
probably overstated because respondents
likely report cargo weight when trucks leave
terminals, which is not the average amount of
cargo in trucks' trailers while loaded when
trucks deliver to multiple points.14 Respondents likely understate empty miles, particularly when trucks haul trailers for which
backhauls are unlikely such as auto trailers.
This is because respondents who do not try to
find backhauls may not include backhaul capacity in the denominator of this fraction. But
this bias works against finding relationships
between OBC adoption and capacity utilization increases if adoption leads firms to reconsider what they think of as unused
capacity: for example, if it leads them to
newly consider empty backhauls as empty
miles.
The Survey thereforeprovides detailed information about productionat the individual truck
level. This level of disaggregationis rare, and
provides a significant advantage in studying
14

Aggregate mileage estimatesfor the entire U.S. trucking fleet from the TIUS are consistentwith those from other
sources, but ton-mile estimates are not. This indicates that
the cargo weight data in the TIUS are not very reliable. I
thereforeuse loaded miles ratherthanton-miles as my main
output measure in the analysis below.
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technology adoption, organizational structure,
and productivityissues.1 The Survey does not,
however, allow one to identify trucks' owners.
It is thereforeimpossible to determinethe forhire or private fleet in which individual trucks
operated.Although one can aggregateup to the
industryor industry-segmentlevel, the datacannot be used to investigate productivity at the
firm level.
Finally, it is importantto recognize that the
TIUS does not collect panel data; rather,it is a
series of repeatedcross sections. One does not
observe exactly the same trucks or hauls from
year to year. This limits the extent to which I
can exploit the data's time dimension. I have
explored doing so in a way analogous to my
other work (Baker and Hubbard,2000, 2003):
aggregating the data up to narrowly defined
market segments (for example, state-product
class-trailer type-distance combinations) in
each year, and relating segment-level changes
in OBC use to segment-levelchanges in average
loaded miles per period.But cross-sectionalpatterns in the data indicatedthat this method was
very likely to produce biased estimates of the
true relationshipsbetween OBC use and capacity utilization. I estimated cross-sectional relationships between OBC use and loaded miles
per period at the segment and truck level and
found that the segment-level relationshipswere
much stronger.16 Because the segment-level relationshipsdo not trackthe micro-level relationships in the cross section, I concluded that they
were unlikely to do so in the time series, and in
fact were likely to bias estimates of OBCs'
effect on capacity utilization upward.
The following subsection introducesthe data
and shows some broad patterns that indicate
relationshipsbetween changes in capacity utilization measures and changes in OBC use between 1992 and 1997. However, the main
15The
manufacturingequivalent perhaps would be to
have data at the level of the productionline ratherthan the
establishmentor firm.
16
The specifications are analogous to those reportedin
the first column of Table 3, and include controls for disThe segmenttance,trailertype, andotherhaulcharacteristics.
level point estimates using the 1997 data suggest that trip
recorderadoptionraises loaded miles per period by 20-25
percent,dependingon how narrowlysegments are defined;
in contrast,the truck-level estimates presented below suggest that it raises loaded miles per period by 2 percent.
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ANDOBC USE-1992, 1997
TABLE1-TRUCKUTILIZATION

Panel A: All Trucks
1992
1997
Change (percent)
Panel B: Trucks in Use > 48 Weeks
1992
1997
Change (percent)

Miles

Loaded
miles

65,451
70,351
7.49

58,559
64,500
10.15

0.882
0.904
2.49

38,190
39,223
2.70

1,178
1,325
12.48

0.078
0.084
7.69

77,764
82,488
6.07

69,993
75,836
8.35

0.893
0.915
2.46

37,890
39,602
4.52

1,399
1,592
13.80

0.100
0.093
-7.00

Fraction Cargo
w/load
weight

Ton-miles

Trip
recorder EVMS

N

0.111
0.249
124.32

36,082
23,183

0.152
0.301
98.03

18,683
11,376

Notes: Miles is the average number of miles trucks were operated. Loaded miles is the average number of miles trucks
were operated and loaded. Fraction with load is loaded miles/miles, averaged across trucks. Cargo weight is the average
weight of the cargo trucks hauled when loaded. Ton-miles is cargo weight multiplied by loaded miles, averaged across
trucks. Trip recorder is the share of trucks with a trip recorder installed. EVMS is the share of trucks with an EVMS
installed.

empirical evidence in this paper will exploit
cross-sectional ratherthan time variationin the
data.
A. Simple Patterns
Table 1 presentssimple trends.The top panel
indicates that capacity utilization increased between 1992 and 1997. On average, miles per
truckincreasedby 7.5 percentand loaded miles
increased by 10.1 percent. Although the cargo
weight data in the TIUS are not very reliable,
there is no indicationthat average cargo weight
decreased during this time. Reports from these
data indicate that it increased by 2.5 percent,
leading to a 12.5 percent increase in ton-miles
per truck.OBC use increasedduringthis period
as well. The fraction of trucks with a trip recorderinstalled increasedslightly from 7.8 percent to 8.4 percent, while the fraction with an
EVMS installed more than doubled from 11.1
percent to 24.9 percent.
The bottompanel reportssimilarfigures,averaging only over trucksthatwere in use at least 48
weeks out of the year. Comparingtrendsin these
figures to those in the top panel provides some
evidence regardingthe extent to which increases
in capacityutilizationwere due to increasesin the
numberof periodsin use ratherthanincreasesin
how intensivelytruckswere used conditionalon
periods in use. Loaded miles increasedby 8.3
percent within this subsample-somewhat less
thanthe 10.1 percentincreasewithinthe full sample, but still a largeincrease.These figuresdo not

suggest thatincreasesin capacityutilizationduring this period were entirelydue to the fact that
truckswere used more weeks out of the year in
1997 than 1992. Capacity utilization increased
duringthis time even amongthe most intensively
used trucks.OBC use was high for these trucksas
well.
Figure 1 providesfurtherevidence. This plots
averageweeks in use, by truckage, for the 1992
and 1997 samples. If increases in loaded miles
reflect increases in the utilization of infrequentlyused trucks,older trucksshould be used
more weeks in 1997 than 1992. Figure 1 indicates that while weeks in use declines steadily
with truckage in both years, the plots trackeach
other very closely.17 There is no evidence that
older trucks were used more weeks per year in
1997 than 1992.
Figure 2 relates loaded miles per week in use
to net EVMS adoption. The lines plot loaded
miles per week in use as a function of age; the
bars report the share of n-year-old trucks with
EVMS in 1997, less the share of n-year-old
trucks with EVMS in 1992. There are three
importantfacts. First, old trucks are used less
intensively than new ones, even conditional on
weeks in use. Second, the gap between 1997
and 1992 trucksis greaterwhen comparingnew
trucks than old trucks. Once again the greatest

17
The low figurefor brand-newtrucksreflects thatmany
were put into service in the middle of the survey year.
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increase in capacity utilizationis for the trucks
that are already utilized intensively. Third, the
gap between the 1997 and 1992 trucksis widest
where net adoptionis highest-for one- to fiveyear-old trucks. 1992-1996 model year trucks
had much higher EVMS use rates in 1997 than
1987-1991 model year trucks did in 1992. Capacity utilization rates also appear to increase
more for trucks in this range than younger or
older trucks.
Combined, these tables provide evidence
consistentwith the hypothesisthatEVMS adoption contributedto increases in capacity utilization. Capacityutilizationincreasedthe most for
already intensively used trucks, and trucks for
which EVMS tendedto be adoptedmost had the
greatest increases in capacity utilization.
Furthermore,additional evidence indicates
that capacity utilization increases during this
time also represent increases in labor productivity. Increasesin loaded miles per truckwould
not reflect increases in labor productivityif the
ratio between drivers and trucks changed, as
would be the case if firmswere using trucks(but
not drivers)for double shifts more in 1997 than
1992. However, data from the October CPS
indicates that the number of truck drivers increased by 26.8 percent between 1992 and
1997; the 1997 VIUS indicates that the number
of heavy duty trucksincreasedby 25.7 percent.
While this evidence is not necessarily conclusive, since the CPS does not distinguish between driversof heavy- and lighter-dutytrucks,
these figures do not indicatethat there were any
importantchanges in the driver-truckratio during this time.
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B. Periods and Weeks
As noted above, the goal of this paper is to
estimate how much OBCs have increased
loaded miles per period in use. An empirical
problem arises because while one would like
information on the number of periods (e.g.,
hours or shifts) trucks are in use, the data instead contain information on the number of
weeks trucks are in use. If the relationshipbetween periods in use and weeks in use were
one-to-one, the difference between weeks and
periodsin use wouldjust be a differencein units
and normalizingloaded miles by weeks in use
would amountto the same thing as normalizing
by periods in use. But this need not be the case
because trucksare counted as "in use" duringa
week regardless of whether they are used for
one or many shifts. In fact, an increase in the
numberof periods could result in no change in
the number of weeks, for example if it were
accomplishedby utilizing trucksfor more shifts
during the weeks they were already used.
Although a zero elasticity between periods in
use and weeks in use would be an extremecase,
the example illuminates a general point: the
relationshipbetween periods in use and weeks
in use is unknown, and one must estimate it in
order to utilize informationon weeks in use to
control for periods in use. If part of what happens as periods in use increase is that trucksare
used for more periods during weeks they are
already in use, differences in weeks in use
would understatedifferences in periods in use,
and simply normalizingloaded miles by weeks
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in use would not completely correct for differences in periods in use.
One of the patternsin Figure 2 manifeststhis.
All else equal, loaded miles per period in use
should not vary across vintages: conditional on
being in use during a period, old trucks can be
used aboutas intensively as new ones. Thus, the
fact that loaded miles per week is considerably
lower for old trucksthan new ones implies that
simply normalizingloaded miles by how many
weeks trucks are in use does not completely
control for differences in how many periods
trucks are in use.18 Much of the next section
focuses on developing a more sophisticatedway
to utilize data on weeks in use to control for
differences in periods in use.
m. EmpiricalFramework
Let Yitequal loaded miles for trucki in period
t, where period correspondsto a day or shift.
Let kit be a dummy variable that equals one if
truck i is in use in period t and zero otherwise.
Since Yit = 0 during periods truck i is not in
use, one can write yi, truck i's loaded miles
over the course of T periods, as:
T

(1)

Yi = E

Yitkit

t= 1

Assume for simplicity that loaded miles per
period in use for truck i is constant across
periods: trucks are used in similar ways from
period to period, conditional on being in use.19
Let si equal the shareof periodsthattrucki is in
use. Then one can rewritey' as:
(2)

yI = yiSiT

whereYiis loadedmilesfortrucki perperiodin use.
Yi is influenced by many factors, including

18
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Although Figure 2 shows unconditional differences,
these differences remain economically and statisticallysignificant when including controls for how trucks are used.
19There is some evidence on this in
the data. For example, the Survey asks owners to report individual trucks'
shareof miles by haul length, productclass, and governance
form. Thoughthe qualityof the sharedatamay not be good,
these data strongly suggest that most trucks are used in
consistent ways from period to period.

the characteristicsof the hauls for which the
truckis used,the characteristics
of the firmfinding
hauls for the truck, and the informationalenvironment. Haul characteristics matter because
they affect how much time trucksspend at stops
being loaded and unloaded and how fast they
travel when moving; for example,yi tends to be
higher for trucksused for long than short hauls
because such trucks spend less time at loading
docks or on congested city streets. Firm characteristics matter if some firms have better information about demand than others and this
lets them find better backhauls for the truck.
Whether trucks have OBCs affects the informationalenvironment,and can affect yi by improving drivers' incentives or by improving
dispatchers' knowledge and communication
capabilities. The latter may facilitate better
matches between trucks and hauls. I specify
In Yi as:
(3)

ln Yi = Xi8 + -iD

+i sli

where Xi includes observable haul and firm
characteristicsthat affect loaded miles per period in use and Di is a vector of dummies that
reflect whether and what kind of OBCs are
installed on the truck. eli capturesthe effect of
unobserved haul and firm characteristics. To
simplify exposition, assume for now that 81
does not vary.
I next discuss si. I assume that si is relatedto
demand, truck, and firm characteristicsby the
following reduced-formequation.
(4)

lnsi = Ziy+

82Di +

2i

Zi includes observable variablesthat are correlated with the shareof periods trucksare in use.
These may include variablesthat are also in Xi.
One variablethat I will assume to be part of Zi
but not Xi is truck age: trucks' age may be
correlated with the share of periods they are
used (perhaps because dispatchers put their
newest trucks in use when capacity exceeds
demand) but does not affect how intensively
they can be used, given that they are in use
during a period.20Di is as above. E2 captures
20This restriction produces conservative estimates of
OBCs' effect on loaded miles per period in use; see below.
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correlationsbetween OBC use and the share of
periodstrucki is in use. As describedabove,such
correlations could arise for several reasons.
OBC use may lead the share of periods to be
higherbecause shippersmay reallocatedemand
toward trucking firms with OBC-equipped
trucks, or dispatchersmay put OBC-equipped
trucks in service and idle others when capacity
exceeds demand. Alternatively, correlations
may arise because of reverse causation:OBCs
are more valuable when trucksare in use more.
82i is a residual, and represents relationships
between si and unobservedfactors that are orthogonal to both Zi and Di. Since this is a
reducedform,by construction,E(s2ilZi, Di) = 0.
Taking logs of equation (2) and substituting
in equations (3) and (4), I obtain:

1, the relationshipbetweeny2 and si is concave;
trucksthat are used a higher fractionof periods
are used more weeks per year, but at a decreasing rate.22 hi includes factors that affect the
number of weeks in use, conditional on the
number of periods in use. hi would be higher
when demands for the truck are more cyclical:
for example, trucks that primarilyhaul agricultural goods tend to be used a low number of
weeks relative to periods because demand
comes in spurts.Assuming that In hi = Wia +
?3i, I therefore have the following:

(7)
In y} = XiJ, + ZiY + (81 + 62)Di +

Eli + -2i

In y2 = Wia + AZiy + A82Di + ?3i + AE2i-

(5)

Iny' = Xip + Ziy +

(81 + 62)Di + e,i + 2i.

This equation relates loaded miles to OBC
use.21The empirical goal is to estimate OBCs'
effect on loaded miles per period in use, 61.
However, as this equation shows, even if the
orthogonality condition E(eli]Di) = 0 holds,
least-squaresestimatesof loaded miles on OBC
use reflect both OBCs' effect on capacity utilization and correlationsbetween OBC use and
the share of periods trucks are in use. I next
discuss a methodto estimate 61 separatelyfrom
62 that exploits the fact that the data contain
informationon the share of weeks trucksare in
use. A key step in this methodis identifyinga In
yi2/ ln si, the elasticity between weeks in use
and periods in use. Thereafter I discuss the
orthogonalitycondition, and interpretationsof
the estimates when OBCs' effect on yi differs
across hauls.
Let y2 equal the share of weeks truck i is in
use over the course of T periods, and specify:
(6)
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2=
Shi. ,.
sYh

A is the elasticity between the shareof weeks in
use and the share of periods in use. If 0 < A <
21
To simplify the exposition, I have dropped the term
In T from the right-hand side of this equation. This is
without loss of generality, since In T is not separately
identifiedfrom go, the constant term in the vector t3.

86 and 62 are now separatelyidentified.The
logic is that if truckswith OBCs are used more
weeks than those without them, this should reflect differencesin the numberof periodstrucks
with and without OBCs are used. One can thus
use the relationshipbetween weeks in use and
OBC use to back out how much relationships
between loaded miles and OBC use reflect differences in loaded miles per period in use. Doing so is simple if A = 1: subtractingthe second
equationfrom the firstdifferencesout S2D/. But
as the discussion above emphasizes, unitary
elasticity between periods and weeks in use is
unlikely; one must instead estimate A. This requireshaving at least one variablethatis related
to the share of periods trucks operate but does
not affect loaded miles per period.I assume this
to be the case for truck vintage, and estimate A
from the ratio of the relationshipsbetween vintage and the two dependentvariables.23
My identificationstrategyimplies the follow22
Concavity would be an importantpropertyof more
structurallyderived expressions of the relationshipbetween
periods and weeks in use. The reduced-formspecification
used here capturesthis feature in a parsimoniousway, and
producesa straightforwardset of estimatingequationsfrom
which it is clear how each of the parametersis identifiedby
the data. I discuss identificationfurtherbelow.
23
Although the estimation procedurebelow allows the
errorterms in the two equations to covary, this covariance
does not help me identify A unless I were to put further
restrictionson the variance of se, ?2, or 63.
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ing. Suppose trucks differ only in their vintage
and whether they have OBCs. Suppose young
trucksare used 10 percentmore weeks, but have
20 percent more loaded miles, than old ones.
Suppose truckswith OBCs are used 10 percent
more weeks than those without them, but have
25 percent more loaded miles. Then Ay = 0.1,
y = 0.2, X82 = 0.1, and 81 + 82 = 0.25.
Solving for 81, the estimates would indicate
that trucks with OBCs have 5 percent higher
loaded miles per period in use than those without them.
An importantidentifying assumption is that
correlationsbetween truck vintage and loaded
miles reflect only differences in the numberof
periods in use, not differences in loaded miles
per period in use. This assumption tends to
produce conservative estimates of the relationship between OBC use and loaded miles per
period in use: if new trucks can be used more
miles per period than old trucks,my estimate of
81 would be downward biased. To see this,
consider the example above, but suppose new
trucks can be used 5 percent more miles per
period than old trucks. If they have 20 percent
more loaded miles, this implies that they are
used 15 percent, not 20 percent, more periods
than old trucks:the true value of y is 0.15, not
0.20. The equations Ay = 0.1, A82 = 0.1, and
81 + 82 = 0.25 would then imply that the true
values of the rest of parametersare A = 0.67,
82 = 0.15, and 81 = 0.10. My estimate of 81
would indicate that loaded miles per period in
use was 5 percent higher for trucks with OBCs
than those without them when it was really 10
percent higher.
A. Causality
Interpreting81 as OBCs' impact on loaded
miles per period in use requiresthe orthogonality conditionE(eliJDi) = 0 to hold: OBC use is
independentof unobservedhaul and firm characteristicsthat affect loaded miles per period in
use. Note that the relevant issue does not concern whetheradoptionis higher when trucksare
used more periods-this is a reason why normalizing loaded miles by periods in use is important.If within firms, OBCs are installed on
trucks that are expected to be used heavily, or
if firms that are able to keep trucks out on
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the road more of the time also adopt OBCs
more, this is picked up by 62.24 The relevant
issue is narrower. It concerns whether biases
arise because adoptionis greateron trucksthat,
absent OBCs, would accumulate more loaded
miles during the periods they spend out on the
road.
Unobserved haul characteristics in esi include factors that affect how much time trucks
spend at loading docks and their speed while on
the move, conditional on Xi.
One potential violation of the orthogonality
condition arises because drivers' jobs differ
across hauls in unobservedways, and this could
both drive differences in the time trucks spend
at loading docks and the extent to which different classes of OBCs are used. Baker and Hubbard (2003) reportthat hauls differ in whether
drivershave nondrivingservice responsibilities
such as sorting and shelving cargo upon delivery. Loaded miles per period in use tend to be
lower when drivers have such responsibilities
because stops take longer:driversdo not merely
drop off cargo and leave. Furthermore,the
returns to adoption may differ with this unobserved haul characteristic.OBCs' incentiveimprovingcapabilities would be more valuable
if monitoring'sbenefitsare greaterin multitasking environments;their coordination-improving
capabilities would be less valuable if giving
drivers service responsibilities interferes with
dispatchers' ability to identify and implement
good matches by making it more difficult for
dispatchersto forecast when trucks will come
free, even when they know where trucksare. If
so, one would expect trip recorderadoption to
be high, and EVMS adoptionto be low relative
to trip recorder adoption, in circumstances
where loaded miles per period is low because of
unobserved service. This would bias estimates
of trip recorders'effect downwardand EVMS'
effect relative to trip recorders'upward.
24

However, it turns out that firm effects such as this
probably are not empirically importantonce one controls
for truck age and haul characteristics. The estimates of 62
below will not show that trucks with advanced OBCs are
used more periods than trucks without OBCs. This suggests that unobserved firm characteristics that broadly
affect truck utilization are not strongly correlated with
EVMS adoption, and is a reason I focus more below on
problems associated with unobserved haul than firm
characteristics.
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I investigate the extent to which unobserved
service responsibilitiesare biasing the results in
the following way. Drivers' responsibilitiesdiffer systematicallybetween private and for-hire
carriage; on average, they have much greater
service responsibilitieswithin privatefleets.25If
unobserveddifferences in drivers' responsibilities bias estimates of OBCs' impact on loaded
miles per period in use, one would expect that
omittingthe privatefleet dummywould do so as
well. Finding instead that 81 does not change
when excluding the private fleet dummy is evidence that the bias due to unobserved service
differences is likely small.
Anotherpossibility also concerns unobserved
differencesin time spentpickingup and delivering cargo. Shippers and receivers differ in the
sophisticationwith which they handlegoods, and
this is not directlyobservedin the data.Suppose
somereceiversof goods havebetterlogisticspractices than others,and sophisticatedreceiversare
bothable to unloadtrucksfasterbecauseof better
handlingmethods and value using carrierswith
OBC-equippedtrucks.26This wouldinducea spuriouscorrelationbetweenloadedmiles per period
in use and OBC use, even if OBCs did not cause
loaded miles per periodin use to increase.I examine this possibility in the following manner.
Receivers' organizationalsophistication varies
with the productsthey receive-it tends to be
higher for productclasses that are delivered to
or warehousefacilities than those
manufacturers
deliveredto raw inputprocessorsor retailoutlets.
I therefore examine whether the coefficients
changewhen includinga set of dummyvariables
thatcontrolfor the productstrucksgenerallyhaul;
finding that they do not suggests that relationships between OBC use and loaded miles per
periodin use do not reflect spuriouscorrelations
due to unobserved differences in logistical
sophistication.
25
Industrypublications commonly remark on this; for
example Standardand Poor's (1995) states that using private fleets is valuablebecause of "overallsuperiorservice to
customers."Baker and Hubbard(2003) propose that shippers' make-or-buydecision is complementaryto decisions
regardingwhetherdrivershave service responsibilities,and
find evidence in favor of this proposition.
26 Hubbard(2000) provides evidence that OBC use is
greateron trucksthathaul productswith high sales-inventory
ratios than low ones, suggestingthat logistical sophistication
and OBC use are related.
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Unobserved haul characteristics also include factors that affect trucks' speed while
on the road. Thus, another reason that the
orthogonality condition might not hold is that
both loaded miles per period in use and OBC
adoption may be greater when trucks operate in less congested areas. Loaded miles
per period in use might be greater because
of fewer traffic problems; EVMS adoption
might be greater because satellite-based
communication links are more valuable when
cell phone coverage is spottier and pay
phones scarcer. Once again, I investigate this
through a sort of robustness check. Congestion varies substantially geographically:
greaterin the East than the West, for example.
If there are spurious correlation problems
related to cross-sectional differences in congestion, estimates of 61 should change when
I include additional controls for where trucks
are based. I explore this by comparing the
coefficients when including and excluding
dummies that indicate the state in which
trucks are based from Xi. Finding that 61
is robust to whether state dummies are included is evidence that any biases induced
by such spurious correlations are probably
small.
eli also includes unobserved firm characteristics. These reflect, for example, how well
the truck's owner (or an intermediary the
owner uses) can find backhauls for the truck
absent OBCs, holding constant the owner's
ability to keep trucks "in use." Such factors
would cause E(slilDi) = 0 to fail under
circumstances such as the following. Consider firms that are similar in their ability to
keep trucks "in use"-demands for outbound
"fronthauls"are the same-but differ in their
knowledge of backhaul demands. If firms that
can match trucks to hauls better absent OBCs
are also more likely to adopt OBCs, then 61
will overstate OBCs' effect on loaded miles
per period in use.
This alternativehypothesis is difficult to examine using methods such as above because the
data contain little information about the firm
that owns the truck. While I cannot completely
rule out this alternativehypothesis, the results
below shed some light on its empirical importance. In particular,I will find no evidence of a
relationshipbetween OBC use and loaded miles
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per period in use in 1992. There is thus no
evidence that early adopters were firms that
were particularlyeffective in findingbackhauls,
conditional on the number of periods their
trucks were in use; if they were, one would
expect to observe a positive relationship between OBC use and loaded miles per period in
use in 1992 even if OBCs had no effect on
capacity utilization. While I will find a positive relationshipbetween OBC use and loaded
miles per period in use in 1997, it is unlikely
to reflect that firms that find backhauls efficiently absent OBCs are systematically more
likely to adopt OBCs because if it did, one
would expect such a relationshipto show up in
1992 as well.
In the results section, I will thereforeinterpret
the estimates under the assumption that OBC
use is independentof firms' unobservedability
to match trucksto hauls absent OBCs, with the
caveat that I cannot rule out interpretations
where this assumption holds in 1992 but not
1997.27

B. Heterogeneity in OBCs' Effect
As noted above, equation (3) assumes away
unobservedheterogeneityin OBCs' impact on
capacity utiliTation.In fact, OBCs are likely to
affect Yi differentlyacross hauls and be used the
most where they have the greatestimpact.28A
more generalspecificationis:
(8)

ln Yi = Xip + 8liDi + 8i
=Xi

+ (81 + qi)Di + Eli.

27
Such interpretationswould involve a nonmonotonic
relationshipbetween finns' unobservedability to find backhauls absent OBCs and their speed of adoption, since they
would require firms adopting by 1992, between 1993 and
1997, and after 1997 to be average, above average, and
berow average, respectively. There is no indication from
trade press accounts that early adopterswere worse on this
dimension than later ones. Indeed, adoption between 1993
and 1997 sometimes involved exactly the same firms as in
the earlierperiod;these firmsadoptedOBCs for partof their
fleet during the early period, then more of their fleet in the
later period.
28See Hubbard
(2000) for a detailedanalysis of adoption
patterns.
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Here the marginalimpact of OBCs on capacity
utilizationvaries with omitted factors. Standard
selection issues arise. If E(seilDi) = 0, leastsquares estimates of the coefficient on Di produce the following quantity:
(9)

91,s = 81 +

=
E(,jDiD 1).

This coefficient captures the average effect of
OBCs among adopters-the average effect of
treatment on the treated. Least-squares estimates thus provide the quantitiesof interest in
this paper: OBCs' realized impact on capacity
utilizationamongthe trucksfor which they have
been adopted.
Along with results from basic specifications, below I will report results from specifications that interact the OBC dummies with
variables that I observe in the data; these
provide estimates of the average returns
among adopters within haul characteristicgovernance form segments. From equation
(9), the average returns among adopters
within a segment does not just reflect the
mean return to adoption within the segment,
but also other moments of the distribution of
returns. The average returns among adopters
within a segment could be high even if the
mean return to adoption is low if there is a
large upper tail. I therefore cannot use these
estimates to test propositions about crosssegment differences in the average returns to
adoption; finding that the estimates are higher
in long- than short-haul segments would not
necessarily imply that the average returns to
adoption increase with haul length. Rather, I
will combine these estimates with data on
adoption and the distribution of trucks across
segments to produce estimates of how the
overall returns from OBC adoption are distributed across segments of the industry.
Although it is not the focus of this paper,
the results from the interaction specifications
will shed some light on the question: how
much would OBC use increase capacity utilization for the average truck? I will find no
evidence that the average capacity utilization
benefits among adopters are positive within
some segments. The fact that these benefits
appear small or nonexistent among many
adopterssuggests that they were probablyvery
small among nonadopters as well, especially
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inframarginalnonadopters.Only about 35 percent of trucks had OBCs as of 1997; hence,
OBCs' capacity utilization benefits were probably close to zero for the average truck at this
time.
IV. Results
A. Simple Cross-SectionalRegressions
Table 2 presents results from univariate
cross-sectionalregressionsthat take the form of
equation(5).29 I presentthese as preliminaryto
the main results below. The dependentvariable
is loaded miles. The vector Xi contains a set of
dummy variables that indicate how far from
home the truck operated,a set of dummies that
indicate what class of trailer was commonly
attachedto the truck,and dummiesthatindicate
whethertruckswere part of private fleets, used
for contract carriage, were driven by owneroperators(andif so whetherthey were operating
under long-term arrangements with larger
truckingfirms),and whethertruckswere used to
haul "less-than-truckload"
shipments.The vector Zi consists of a vector of dummy variables
that characterizethe truck's vintage. The coefficients of interest are those on OBC and
EVMS, which correspondto (61 + 62). OBC is
the coefficient on a dummy that equals one if
the truck had either a trip recorder or EVMS
installed and zero otherwise;EVMS is that on a
dummy that equals one if the truck had an
EVMS installed and zero otherwise. OBC reflects the correlationbetween trip recorderuse
and loaded miles; EVMS reflects the difference
in loaded miles for trucks with EVMS and
truckswith trip recorders.Thus, OBC picks up
relationshipsbetween loaded miles and OBCs'
incentive- and maintenance-improvingcapabilities and EVMS picks up those between
loaded miles and OBCs' coordination-improving
capabilities.
The upper panel contains results using the
1992 data. The specificationin the first column
restricts all coefficients other than OBC and
EVMS to zero, the second estimates the Xi

29
The sample size is lower here than in the previous
tables because some observationshave missing values for
weeks in use.

MILES:1992 AND1997
TABLE2-OBCs ANDLOADED
REGRESSIONS
CROSS-SECTIONAL
Dependent variable:ln(loaded miles)
Panel A: 1992 Sample
0.450*
OBC
(0.025)
0.291*
EVMS
(0.030)
None
Controls?
0.044
R2
N = 35,766

0.133*
0.203*
(0.021)
(0.022)
-0.078*
-0.072*
(0.026)
(0.028)
X vector X, Z vectors
0.476
0.408

Panel B: 1997 Sample
0.643*
OBC
(0.028)
0.189*
EVMS
(0.028)
None
Controls?
0.102
R2
N = 22,206

0.207*
0.076*
(0.024)
(0.024)
0.024
0.098*
(0.025)
(0.025)
X vector X, Z vectors
0.495
0.440

Notes: X vector includes distance dummies, trailer dummies, private carriage,contractcarriage,independentownLTL, and LTL x
er-operator,subcontractedowner-operator,
short-hauldummies. Z vector includes truck vintage dummies. Eicker-Whitestandarderrorsare in parentheses.
* Significantlydifferentfrom 0 at the 5-percentlevel.

coefficients but not the Zi coefficients, and the
third estimates all of the coefficients. From the
first column, trucks with trip recordershad 45
percent more loaded miles than those without
any IT. Trucks with EVMS had about 29 percent more than those with trip recorders.These
estimates decrease sharply when including the
controls,and the R2 increasesfrom 0.04 to 0.48.
OBC remainspositive and significant,and indicates that controlling for trucks' age and haul
characteristics,trucks with trip recorders had
13.3 percentmore loaded miles thanthose without them. Trucks with EVMS had 7.8 percent
fewer loaded miles than those with trip
recorders.
The lower panel reportsanalogous estimates
using the 1997 data. The general patterns are
similar to the 1992 data. The estimates in the
thirdcolumn imply that truckswith trip recorders had 7.6 percent more loaded miles than
those without them, and that there is no significant difference in loaded miles between trucks
with trip recordersand trucks with EVMS.
Estimates from these simple specifications
indicate relationships between OBC use and
loaded miles, but do not distinguish between
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TABLE3-OBCS ANDLOADED
MILESPERPERIOD
INUSE:
1997 COEFFICENT
ESTIMATES
OFEQUATION
REGRESSIONS
(7)-MULTVARIATE
Dependent variables:ln(loaded miles), ln(weeks in use)
OBC1
EVMS1
OBC2
EVMS2
Lambda (A)

0.023
(0.029)
0.104*
(0.029)
0.056
(0.029)
-0.078*
(0.029)
0.406*
(0.016)

0.019
(0.030)
0.105*
(0.030)
0.059
(0.031)
-0.079*
(0.031)
0.387*
(0.015)

0.027
(0.029)
0.094*
(0.029)
0.062
(0.029)
-0.078*
(0.029)
0.409*
(0.016)

0.024
(0.029)
0.102*
(0.029)
0.047
(0.029)
-0.071*
(0.029)
0.410*
(0.016)

0.032
(0.029)
0.092*
(0.029)
0.046
(0.028)
-0.071*
(0.029)
0.412*
(0.016)

0.497
0.203
N
N
N

0.497
0.203
Y
N
N

0.501
0.203
N
Y
N

0.501
0.204
N
N
Y

0.505
0.204
N
Y
Y

Loaded miles equation
Weeks in use equation
Omits private carriagedummy from X?
Includes state dummies in X?
Includes productdummies in X?
N = 22,206

Notes: OBC1 and EVMS1 measure relationshipsbetween OBC use and trucks' loaded miles per period in use. OBC2 and
EVMS2 measure relationshipsbetween OBC use and the number of periods trucks are in use. Lambda is the estimated
elasticity between numberof periods in use and numberof weeks in use. Eicker-Whitestandarderrorsare in parentheses.
* Significantly different from 0 at the 5-percent level.

differencesin loaded miles per periodin use and
differences in the numberof periods trucks are
used. The next subsection reports estimates
from multivariateregressions that do so.
B. MultivariateRegressions
Table 3 presents GLS estimates of (7) using
the 1997 data.30Xi is the same as above. Zi
includes all of the variablesin Xi, plus a full set
of truck vintage dummies: if newer trucks are
used more weeks than older trucks,this reflects
dispatchers' (or the market's) choice of which
trucks to use when demand is low.31 Wi includes other variables that correlate with the
cyclicality of individual trucks' use: dummies

30These utilize informationfrom
least-squaresresiduals
to producean estimate of the variance-covariancematrixof
the errors in the two equations. While using this as a
weighting matrix for systems estimation increases the efficiency of the estimates, in this case doing so has little effect
on either the estimates or the standarderrors.
31 Estimatesof
81 are robustto excluding variablesin Xi
from Zi, in large part doing so does not change which
variables are included as controls in the loaded miles
equation. See Table Al for the full set of coefficients from
the specifications reportedin the first column of Tables 3
and 4.

that indicate whether the truck was primarily
used to haul fresh farm products and live animals. Trucksused to haul these goods are used
far fewer weeks than other goods.32
The first column contains results from this
base specification.OBC1 and EVMS1 are estimates of 81, and reflect relationshipsbetween
OBC use andyi, loaded miles per period in use.
OBC1 is small and not statisticallysignificantly
different from zero; this estimate provides no
evidence that OBCs' incentive-improvingcapabilities affect loaded miles per period in use.
EVMS1 is positive and significant, suggesting
that OBCs' coordination-improvingcapabilities
do so. The point estimateindicatesthat,controlling for differences in the number of periods
differentlyequippedtrucksare used, truckswith
EVMS have 10.4 percent more loaded miles
thanthose with triprecorders.Assumingfor now
32
Preliminaryregressions indicated that these variables
were correlatedwith numberof weeks in use. The fact that
these variableshave explanatorypower at all is interesting,
considering that the unit of observation is a truck-tractor,
and truck-tractorsare highly mobile and are not specific to
firms,trailers,or productsoutside of the shortrun.Thathaul
characteristics are significant is evidence of frictions in
shifting trucks across uses when demand is low for what
they generally haul.
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that the orthogonalitycondition E(elilDi) = 0
holds, this is an estimate of the average impact
of EVMS' coordination-improvingcapabilities
on loaded miles per period in use among adopters as of 1997. The sum of OBC1 and EVMS1
is 0.127 with a standarderror of 0.018. This
gives a point estimateof EVMS' total impacton
loaded miles per period in use, averagedacross
adopters:12.7 percent.
Moving down the table, OBC2 and EVMS2
are estimates of 82. These reflect relationships
between OBC use andperiodsin use.33OBC2 is
positive and EVMS2 is negative. The formeris
not statisticallysignificantlydifferentfrom zero
using a t-test of size 0.05, but is using one of
size 0.15. The latter is significantusing one of
size 0.05. The point estimates indicate that,
holding constant truck vintage and other controls, trucks with trip recorders are used 5.6
percentmore periods than truckswithout OBCs
and 7.8 percent more periods than trucks with
EVMS. One interpretationof this is that trip
recorderstend to be used for hauls with regular
schedules,andthese haulstend not to be cyclical.
The sum of OBC2 and EVMS2 is not significantly differentfrom zero, implying that trucks
with EVMS are used almost exactly the same
numberof weeks on the averageas truckswithout OBCs. While periodsin use appearshigh for
truckswith triprecorders,it is not for truckswith
EVMS. Controllingfor periods in use therefore
mostly adjusts for differences between trucks
with trip recordersand the other categories, not
between truckswithout OBCs and with EVMS.
The estimateof A indicatesthat doublingthe
share of periods a truck is in use increasesthe
shareof weeks it is in use by about40 percent.34
One can stronglyreject the hypothesisthat this
elasticityequalsone. As expected,trucksthatare
in use twice as many weeks are used much more
than twice as many periods,and simply normalizing loaded miles by numberof weeks in use

33
Multiplying these by the estimate of A provides estimates of relationshipsbetween OBC use and weeks in use.
34 In specificationsnot shown here, I have estimatedthe
model holding A constant at values between 0.3 and 0.5-a
range 20 times the standarderror-and find that the estimates of OBC1 and EVMS1 are stable within this range.
Also, the estimates change little when allowing A to be a
function of Xi.
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would not have fully correctedfor differencesin
the numberof periodstrucksare used.
Comparingthe estimates of OBC and EVMS
in the right column of Table 2 to those of OBC1
and EVMS1 in Table 3 allows one to observe
the effect of the controlling for differences in
number of periods in use. Whereas the coefficient on OBC in Table 2 is positive and significant, that on OBC1 in Table 3 is much lower
and is not statistically significantly different
from zero. In contrast, whereas the coefficient
on EVMS in Table 2 is small and not statistically significantly different from zero, that on
EVMS1 in Table 3 is positive and significant.
Ignoringthe fact thatthe truckswith triprecorders are used more periods than other trucks
leads one to overstateOBCs' incentive benefits
and understatetheir coordinationbenefits.
The rest of the columns report results from
specifications that provide evidence regarding
whether the potential biases from reverse causation and spuriouscorrelationdiscussed above
are economically significant.These thus examine the assumptionE(e 1ilDi) = 0. The second
column omits the privatecarriagedummy from
Xi; if the estimateof EVMS1 in the firstcolumn
reflects that EVMS adoption is high where
loaded miles per period is high because of differences in drivers' service responsibilities,
omittingthe privatecarriagedummy should exacerbate this bias and cause the coefficient to
increase. However, the estimate of EVMS1 is
almost exactly the same as in the first column,
increasing by a very small and statistically insignificant amount. The rest of the columns
include in Xi a full set of state, product, and
state and product dummies, respectively. The
coefficients on these dummies themselves, not
reportedhere, are jointly significant; this provides evidence that loaded miles per period in
use varies with the productstruckshaul and the
state in which they are based. However, the
estimates of OBC1 and EVMS1 are almost exactly the same as in the first column, particularly those in the last column that contain the
full set of controls. This provides evidence that
the estimates of OBC1 and EVMS1 in the first
column do not reflect the effect of spurious
correlationrelated to unobservedcongestion or
logistical sophistication.If they did, one would
expect OBC1 and EVMS1 to decrease when
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TABLE4-OBCS ANDLOADED
INUSE:
MILESPERPERIOD
1992 COEFFICEmNT
ESTIMATES
OFEQUATION
REGRESSIONS
(7)-MULTVARUATE
Dependent variables:ln(loaded miles), ln(weeks in use)
OBC1
EVMS1
OBC2
EVMS2
Lambda (A)
Loaded miles equation
Weeks in use equation
Omits private carriagedummy from X?
Includes state dummies in X?
Includes product dummies in X?
N = 35,766

-0.011
(0.027)
0.022
(0.032)
0.144*
(0.027)
-0.100*
(0.029)
0.431*
(0.011)

-0.027
(0.028)
0.048
(0.033)
0.159*
(0.028)
-0.123*
(0.031)
0.409*
(0.010)

-0.010
(0.027)
0.013
(0.032)
0.143*
(0.027)
-0.100*
(0.027)
0.432*
(0.012)

-0.009
(0.026)
0.027
(0.031)
0.137*
(0.026)
-0.096*
(0.029)
0.436*
(0.011)

-0.008
(0.027)
0.017
(0.032)
0.137*
(0.026)
-0.096*
(0.028)
0.438*
(0.012)

0.476
0.191
N
N
N

0.476
0.190
Y
N
N

0.480
0.191
N
Y
N

0.484
0.192
N
N
Y

0.488
0.19')

Y

Notes: OBC1 and EVMS1 measure relationshipsbetween OBC use and trucks' loaded miles per period in use. OBC2 and
EVMS2 measure relationships between OBC use and the number of periods trucks are in use. Lambda is the estimad.
elasticity between numberof periods in use and numberof weeks in use. Eicker-Whitestandarderrorsare in parentheses.
* Significantly different from 0 at the 5-percent level.

including these additionalcontrols. In sum, the
robustness of the estimates to the inclusion or
exclusion of these controls provides evidence
that biases related to unobserved haul characteristicsdiscussedabove are likely quite small.35
The results in Table 3 thus provide evidence
that OBC adoptionhas increasedcapacity utilization in truckingthroughbetter resource allocation decisions. Taking the coefficients as
point estimates of the benefits to adopters,
EVMS increasedloaded miles per period in use
among trucks for which they were adopted by
an average of 12.7 percent. Using the means in
Table 1, this translates to about 8,200 more
loaded miles per truckper year: aboutone more
medium-distancehaul per week. Alternatively,
one can think of this as about five fewer hours
per 40-hour week of empty or idle time. Most of
this increase was due to EVMS' coordinationimproving capabilities;point estimates indicate
that they increased capacity utilization among
35

More generally, it indicates that any importantfailure
of the orthogonalityconditionE(esi|Di) = 0 would have to
be due to unobservedhaul or firmcharacteristicsthatare not
strongly correlatedwith geographicregions, productdifferences, or drivers' service responsibilities.

adopters by an average of 10 percent. In contrast,Table 3 provides no evidence that OBCs'
incentive- and maintenance-improvingcapabilities increased loaded miles per period in use.
Trucks with trip recorders do have higher
loaded miles than those without them, but this
appearsto be due mainly to differences in the
numberof periods they are used-possibly due
to the regularity of the hauls-rather than the
effects of technology.
Table 4 contains analogous estimates using
the 1992 data. The first column contains estimates from the base specification. Strikingly,
the estimates of OBC1, EVMS1, and (OBC1 +
EVMS1) are all small and not statistically significant.In contrastto the 1997 estimates, these
estimates provide no evidence that OBCs increased loaded miles per period in use among
adoptersas of 1992. The estimatesof OBC2 and
EVMS2 show similar patternsto 1997, but are
greater in absolute value. They indicate that
trucks with trip recorderswere used 14.4 percent more periods thanthose without OBCs and
10.0 percentmore thanthose with EVMS. Comparing these estimates to those in the right column of Table 2 indicates that, as in 1997,
ignoring differences in periods in use leads one
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to overstate OBCs' incentive effect and understate their coordination effect on capacity
utilization.
The rest of the columns report results from
specificationsthat omit and exclude variablesas
before. In the second column, I omit the private
carriagedummy. Unlike in the 1997 data, the
EVMS1 estimateincreasessubstantiallyand the
OBC1 estimate decreases somewhat, as one
would expect under the reverse causationstory
addressedearlier.This providesevidencethatthe
estimatesin the firstcolumnmay reflectthe effect
of unobserveddifferencesin drivers'jobs as well
as any causal effects. But since OBC1 and
EVMS1 were not statisticallysignificantlydifferent from zero in the first place, this does not
change the conclusionthat there is no evidence
that OBCs increased loaded miles per period
among adoptersduring1992. The rest of the columns include the state, product,and state and
productdummies,respectively.Like in the 1997
data,the estimatesin the firstcolumnarerobustto
the inclusion of these dummies, indicatingthat
once again,it is unlikelythatthey reflectspurious
correlationsrelatedto unobserveddifferencesin
congestionor recipients'logisticalsophistication.
Thus, Table 4 provides no evidence of OBCrelated increases in loaded miles per period in
use as of 1992, roughly four to five years after
the first OBCs appeared on the market. Contrastingthis with the 1997 results, the fact that
the average returns among adopters increase
over time is inconsistentwith a simple "moving
down the demandcurve" diffusion story where
the highest return adopters adopt first and appropriate the benefits instantaneously, but is
consistent with interpretationswhere the benefits of adoptioncome with a lag.
Lags in the returnsto technology adoptionare
believed to be common by some economists,
even for some very important innovations.36
Though not the focus of this paper, interviews
with dispatchersand other industryparticipants
provide some candidate explanations for such
lags in this context. One is thatimprovementsin
dispatchingsoftware throughoutthe 1990's enabled dispatchers to utilize the information
36
See Paul A. David (1990) and Timothy F. Bresnahan
and Shane Greenstein(1996) for discussions of lags in the
returns to adoption in the context of electrification and
computers,respectively.
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OBCs collect better.For example, softwarepresented truck location information in graphical
(i.e., on a map) ratherthan text format,and this
made it easier for dispatchersto use this information to forecast trucks' availability and
match them to hauls. Another is that, software
improvementsaside, it took time for dispatchers
and firms to learn how to use the new information OBCs provided effectively. Evidence from
the tradepress provides furthersupportfor this
point. For example, Jim Mele (1993) reports
that while advanced OBCs were initially "accepted as alternativesto telephonesthatallowed
drivers to make check-in calls without leaving
their trucks ... some fleets are beginning to exploit the real potentialthatcomes from ... taking
information from vehicles and feeding it directly into management systems to make the
best possible decisions on dispatchingand load
matching." Given this observation, made in
early 1993, it is unsurprisingto find far more
evidence of OBC-relatedcapacityutilizationincreases in 1997 than 1992.
C. Heterogeneity in the Returns to Adoption
Table 5 reports 1997 estimates from analogous specifications that allow the OBC and
EVMS coefficients to vary across 12 cells.
These cells are distance/trailer/governance
permutations;each coefficient therefore reflects a
three-wayinteraction.Short-haultrucksinclude
those that generally operate less than 50 miles
from their base; long-haul trucks are those that
generally operatemore than 50 miles from their
base.37 These estimates provide evidence regardingwhetherthe returnsto adoptersvary in
the sampleaccordingto variablesI observe. The
left panel reports a specification where I estimate all of the model's coefficients; the right
panel reports results when I restrict all of the
OBC1 coefficients to zero.
The table shows two general patterns.First,
cell,
with the exceptionof the common/van/short
any evidence that OBCs' incentive-improving
capabilitieslead to increases in capacity utilization is weak. None of the other OBC1 coefficients are statistically significantly different
37
I have estimated the models dividing the long-haul
cells more finely. The results are similar to those below.
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AND LOADEDMILESPERPERIODIN USE:

1997 COEFFICIENT
ESTIMATES
OF EQUATION(7)-MULTVARIATE REGRESSIONS
ESTIMATES
OF
OBC1 AND EVMS1 FORTRAILER-DISTANCE-GOVERNANCE
CELLS

Unrestrictedspecification
0BCl
OBC1
Private, van
Private, not van
Contract,van
Contract,not van
Common, van
Common, not van
EVMS1
Private, van
Private, not van
Contract,van
Contract,not van
Common, van
Common, not van
Log of likelihood function

Short haul

Long haul

-0.062
(0.132)
0.124
(0.262)
-0.149
(0.620)
-0.019
(0.485)
0.600*
(0.156)
-0.415
(0.218)

0.055
(0.065)
-0.054
(0.089)
0.001
(0.057)
0.119
(0.059)
-0.064
(0.065)
0.152
(0.087)

0.462*
(0.172)
-0.081
(0.281)
0.375
(0.631)
0.422
(0.469)
-0.223
(0.156)
0.556
(0.323)

0.116
(0.067)
0.147
(0.095)
0.097
(0.52)
-0.103
(0.055)
0.280*
(0.066)
-0.020
(0.093)
-40,009

OBC1 = 0
Short haul

Long haul

0.404*
0.161*
(0.148)
(0.047)
0.028
0.094*
(0.127)
(0.055)
0.225
0.097*
(0.189)
(0.036)
-0.001
(0.398)
(0.236)
(0.052)
0.364*
0.228*
(0.103)
(0.042)
0.152
0.116*
(0.308)
(0.054)
-40,015

Notes: OBC1 and EVMS1 measurerelationshipsbetween OBC use and trucks' loaded miles
per period in use. Specifications are analogous to those in Table 3. Eicker-Whitestandard
errorsare in parentheses.
* Significantlydifferent from 0 at the 5-percent level.

from zero. Furthermore,one can reject the null
that the OBC1 coefficients are jointly equal to
zero using a likelihood ratio test of size 0.05.
Second, the estimates indicate that the average returns among adopters from OBCs'
coordination-improving capabilities differ
across segments. Moving to the right panel, the
EVMS1 coefficients are statistically significantly different across cells. There are two notable patterns when comparing the estimates
across governance forms. One is that the coefficients in the private carriagecells are similar
to their counterpartsin the common carriage
cells; in fact, one cannot reject the null hypothesis they are the same. This is interesting because many private fleet dispatchers are
constrainedwith respect to the extent that they
can match trucks to the demands of external

customers; such constraints would lower the
returnsto adoption, averaged across the entire
segment. If so, the fact that average returns
among private carriage and common carriage
adopters are similar suggests heterogeneity in
the returnsamong private fleets. One interpretation of the results is that some private fleet
dispatchers are relatively unconstrained, and
EVMS helps them improve capacity utilization
in the same way it helps for-hire fleet dispatchers. The other patternis that there is less evidence of OBC-related capacity utilization
increases in the contract carriage cells than
the other cells. The coefficient on EVMS1 is
positive and significant only in the contract/
van/long cell, and the coefficient in this
cell is statistically significantly lower than its
counterpartin the common/van/long cell. This
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OFEVMS-RELATED
CAPACITY
1997
TABLE6-DISTRIBUTION
UTILIZATION
INCREASES,
Column
Label

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Coefficient
estimate

Share of
industry

EVMS
adoption

Share x EVMS
adoption
(2) X (3)

IndustryCU gains
from cell
(1) X (2) X (3)

Share of CU
gains

0.127

1.000

0.256

0.256

0.033

1.000

0.404
0.028
0.225
0.398
0.364
0.152
0.161
0.094
0.097
-0.001
0.228
0.116

0.027
0.118
0.009
0.007
0.019
0.017
0.146
0.182
0.135
0.086
0.161
0.094

0.151
0.070
0.100
0.158
0.146
0.094
0.310
0.166
0.444
0.294
0.343
0.237

0.004
0.008
0.001
0.001
0.003
0.002
0.045
0.030
0.060
0.025
0.055
0.022

0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.007
0.003
0.006
-0.000
0.013
0.003

0.048
0.007
0.006
0.013
0.029
0.007
0.209
0.081
0.166
-0.001
0.361
0.074

Formula
All trucks
Private, van, short
Private,not van, short
Contract,van, short
Contract,not van, short
Common, van, short
Common, not van, short
Private,van, long
Private,not van, long
Contract,van, long
Contract,not van, long
Common, van, long
Common, not van, long

Notes: "All trucks"coefficientestimateis (OBC1 + EVMS1)fromthe firstcolumnin Table 3. Cell coefficientestimatesarefrom
the rightpanelof Table5. Shareof industryis the cell's shareof trucks.EVMS adoptionis the shareof trucksin the cell thathave
EVMS installed.Shareof CU gains is the cell's shareof industrywideOBC-relatedincreasesin loaded miles per periodin use.

indicates that the distributionof the returnsto
adoptiondiffers between these cells, and is consistent with the interpretationthat schedule regularity tends to make the capacity utilizationrelated returns uniformly low within contract
carriage. OBCs are sometimes installed on
trucks used for hauls governed by long-term
arrangements,but more of the benetits probably
come in ways other than truck utilization; for
example, it may enable shippers' customers to
allocate resources better by helping them track
and anticipatedeliveries.
Table 6 explores the distributionof EVMSrelated capacity utilization increases. The first
row reportsthe estimate of (OBC1 + EVMS1)
from the first column in Table 3 (0.127), followed by several calculations. Reading across,
the "all trucks"cell is 100 percentof the industry, EVMS adoptionin this cell is 25.6 percent,
and adoptersin this cell make up 25.6 percentof
the industry.Taking 12.7 percentas the average
capacity utilization increase among adoptersin
the industry, these imply that EVMS use by
adoptersin this (universal)cell increasedcapacity utilizationby 3.3 percent.This is an estimate
of advanced OBCs' effect on capacity utilization in the industryas of 1997.
The rest of the rows use the estimates from
the rightpanel of Table 5 to investigatehow the
3.3 percent capacity utilization increase splits

across trailer/distance/contractualform cells.
For example, the EVMS1 coefficient in the private/van/shortcell is 0.404. This cell made up
2.7 percent of the industry and adoption was
15.1 percent in this cell. Thus adoptersin this
cell made up 0.4 percentof the industryand on
the average increased capacity utilization by
40.4 percent. Adoption within this cell increased capacity utilization in the industry by
0.17 percent (0.404 X 0.004), which is 4.8
percent of the industry total. Although the average returns among adopters are high within
this cell, there are so few adoptersin this cell
that it contributesa small amountto the overall
capacity utilization increase.
The main result from this table is that the
distributionof IT-relatedproductivityincreases
appears highly skewed across segments. Only
5.5 percentof the trucksin the industry-adopters in the common/van/long cell-account for
about 36 percent of the capacity utilization increase.38 Approximately another 37 percent
comes from the other two long-haul van cells.
38
For all rows save the first, column (6) equals column
(5) divided by 3.48 percent,which is the sum of the column
(5) entriesfrom the cells. This differs from 3.25 percent,the
estimateof industrycapacityutilizationgains from Table 3,
because the coefficient estimates in column (1) are from a
different specification.
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Thus, about 15 percent of the U.S. fleet accounts for about73 percentof the benefit. More
than half of the rest comes from adoptersin the
long-haul nonvan cells.
D. How Much of the Increase in Capacity
UtilizationBetween 1992 and 1997 Was
EVMS-Related?
The estimates in Table 3 imply that EVMS
enabled increases in capacity utilization of the
U.S. tractor-trailerfleet of 3.3 percent in 1997.
In contrast, there is no evidence from Table
4 that they led to significantincreases in capacity utilization as of 1992. Table 1 reportedthat
loaded miles per truckincreasedby 10.1 percent
between 1992 and 1997. The point estimates in
this paper suggest that about 33 percent of this
increase (0.033/0.101) was related to the growing use of on-boardcomputersto achieve better
matchesbetween trucksand hauls. A substantial
partof the rest is likely due to the expansion of
the economy during this time.
This estimate of 33 percent should probably
be considered an upper bound, because EVMS
use may have led to capacity utilization increases within certain segments as of 1992. Table A2 in the Appendix shows 1992 resultsfrom
specificationsanalogous to Table 5. In the right
panel, the estimates of EVMS1 are positive and
significant for the private/not van/long and
common/van/long cells. These point estimates
indicate that adoption within these cells increased capacity utilization fleetwide by 0.4
percent.39If one assumes that capacity utilization increases are zero in the rest of the cells,
this would imply that about29 percent [(0.0330.004)/0.101] of the capacityutilizationincrease
between 1992 and 1997 was due to EVMSrelated improvementsin resource allocation.
E. WhatAre the IT-EnabledIncreases in
Capacity Utilization Worth?
Trucking makes up a significant part of the
economy; thus, even small proportional increases in productivity imply large benefits in

39

Adopters within these two cells made up 0.88 percent
and 4.01 percent of the fleet, respectively; 0.004 =
(0.0088 X 0.160 + 0.0401 X 0.097).
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absolute terms. The American Trucking Associations estimates that trucking (including private fleets) was a $486 billion industryin 1998,
or 6.1 percentof GDP.40Operatingmarginsare
small in trucking; therefore, this is a rough
approximationof costs. Multiplying $486 billion by 3.3 percentgives a back-of-the-envelope
estimate of the value of OBC-relatedincreases
in capacityutilization:$16 billion per year. This
estimate does not account for productivitybenefits other than in truck utilization, such as any
benefits that accrue to shippers and receivers
from being better able to anticipatetrucks' arrivals. Sixteen billion dollars in annualbenefits
therefore may well be a conservative estimate
for the general productivity gains associated
with OBC use as of 1997.
These increases in capacity utilization have
involved costs, but the costs are probablyvery
small relative to the benefits. Althoughthereare
depreciationand labor costs from using trucks
more intensively, these are probablyquite small
in many cases. For example, running trucks
loaded ratherthan empty causes little extra depreciation,and does not requiredriversto work
more hours.Furthermore,the OBCs themselves
are very inexpensive; the most popularEVMS
costs users only $100 per month per truck to
lease, including messaging costs. While my
point estimate of the average capacity utilization increase among adopters is 13 percent,
EVMS hardwareand messaging costs increase
operatingcosts by less than 1 percent.41Finally,
while using OBCs effectively usually requires
some complementary investments in human
capital and back-office IT, it generally does not
involve changes in dispatchers'or drivers'jobs
that requiresignificantamountsof training,and
backoffice hardwareand software is usually PC
based and supplied by competitive firms. The
net benefits would be very high even if the
40American
Trucking Associations (2000). I quote the
estimate for 1998 because methodologicalchanges and new
data led this and other publicationsto substantiallyincrease
their estimate of the size of the industry,startingfirst with
estimates for 1998. These methodologicalchanges account
for the fact, for example, that much of "rail" and "air"
freight travels by truck for all or part of the way.
41 Assuming operating costs of $2/mile (American
TruckingAssociations, 2000) and 6,000 miles per truckper
month, average monthly operatingcosts are on the orderof
$12,000 per month.
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amortized cost per truck of these complementary investments were five times hardwareand
messaging costs, and thereis no indicationfrom
interviews and the trade press that the costs
associatedwith such investmentsare nearlythis
large.
V. Conclusion
Technologies that collect and disseminateinformationplay a uniquerole in the economy. As
Hayek stated more than 50 years ago, such
technologies increase productivity by improving decisions, in particularresource allocation
decisions. This paper examines the impact of
one such technology-on-board computerson capacity utilization in the truckingindustry.
The evidence in this paper indicates that onboard computeruse has increased capacity utilization significantly:in 1997, EVMS increased
capacity utilization by 13 percent on adopting
trucks. This increase appearsto be mostly due

SEPTEMBER2003

to advancedcapabilitiesthat let dispatchersdeterminetrucks' position in real time, and allow
dispatchersand drivers to communicate while
drivers are in their trucks. These capabilities
enable dispatchersand driversto keep truckson
the road and loaded more.
On-boardcomputers in trucking are among
the first commerciallyimportantapplicationsof
wireless networking technologies. Many other
such applicationsare likely to follow in the near
future,as companies are currentlyattemptingto
develop and commercialize wireless applications that work off a diverse set of hardware
platforms,includingphones and handheldcomputers. The economic value of these applications is based on the same principle as OBCs:
informationimproves decisions; communication
enablesdecisionsto be executed.This allows dispersedindividualsto identifyandavailthemselves
of economic opportunities.The estimatesin this
paper indicate that the productivitygains from
such applicationscan be quite large.
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TABLEA1-OBCs ANDLOADED
MILESP
PEPERIODINUSE:
OFEQUATION
1992 AND1997 Coi,iCiENT ESTIMATES
REGRESSIONS
(7)-MULt_VARIATE
1997

1992

Dependent variables:ln(loaded miles), ln(weeks in use)

Estimate

Standard
error

8 vector

0.023
0.104*
0.056
-0.078*
10.037*
0.178*
0.454*
0.753*
1.009*
-0.118*
0.086*
0.216*
0.264*
0.023
0.031
-0.021
0.474*
0.533*
0.363*
0.034
-0.113*
-0.091*
-0.161*
0.466*
0.486*
0.444*
0.305*
-0.176*
-0.027
-0.298*
-0.231*
-0.512*
-0.147*
0.097*
-0.264*
-0.958*
-0.138*
0.013
-0.051
0.024
0.599*
0.229*
0.202*
0.154*
0.118*
0.114*
0.029
-0.070*
-0.076*
-0.190*
-0.643*
-0.174*
-0.190*
0.406*

0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.041
0.046
0.046
0.046
0.043
0.024
0.022
0.061
0.038
0.066
0.033
0.027
0.070
0.085
0.046
0.037
0.033
0.029
0.080
0.055
0.054
0.052
0.051
0.027
0.025
0.084
0.045
0.083
0.039
0.034
0.088
0.100
0.056
0.039
0.036
0.033
0.086
0.028
0.027
0.029
0.031
0.035
0.036
0.039
0.037
0.041
0.033
0.018
0.038
0.016

P3vector

y vector

a vector

OBC1
EVMS1
OBC2
EVMS2
C
Area: 50-100 miles
Area: 100-200 miles
Area: 200-500 miles
Area: >500 miles
Private carriage
Contractcarriage
Owner-operator:Independent
Owner-operator:Subcontractor
Trailer:Lowboy
Trailer:Platform
Trailer:Refrigeratedvan
Trailer:Logging
Trailer:Grain body
Trailer:Dump
Trailer:Tank
Trailer:Other
LTL
LTL X (area < 50)
C
Area: 50-100 miles
Area: 100-200 miles
Area: 200-500 miles
Area: >500 miles
Private carriage
Contractcarnriage
Owner-operator:Independent
Owner-operator:Subcontractor
Trailer:Lowboy
Trailer:Platform
Trailer:Refrigeratedvan
Trailer:Logging
Trailer:Grain body
Trailer:Dump
Trailer:Tank
Trailer:Other
LTL
LTL X (area < 50)
Model year 1996 (1991 for 1992 specification)
Model year 1995 (1990 for 1992 specification)
Model year 1994 (1989 for 1992 specification)
Model year 1993 (1988 for 1992 specification)
Model year 1992 (1987 for 1992 specification)
Model year 1991 (1986 for 1992 specification)
Model year 1990 (1985 for 1992 specification)
Model year 1989 (1984 for 1992 specification)
Model year 1988 (1983 for 1992 specification)
Model year 1987 or before (1982 for 1992 specification)
Farm products
Live animals

A
Note: Standarderrorsare Eicker-White.
*
Significantly different from 0 at the 5-percent level.

Estimate

Standard
error

-0.011
0.022
0.144*
-0.100*
10.008*
0.264*
0.527*
0.778*
0.993*
-0.134*
0.091*
0.117*
0.239*
0.029
0.023
0.002
0.277*
0.475*
0.359*
0.011
-0.208*
-0.082*
-0.405*

0.027
0.033
0.027
0.029
0.033
0.031
0.033
0.031
0.031
0.022
0.019
0.033
0.032
0.052
0.026
0.024
0.044
0.063
0.037
0.029
0.026
0.028
0.056

0.316*
0.338*
0.300*
0.196*
-0.230*
-0.063*
-0.114*
-0.163*
-0.656*
-0.159*
0.076*
-0.090*
-0.789*
-0.213*
0.011
0.006
-0.015
0.463*
0.375*
0.415*
0.339*
0.288*
0.241*
0.146*
0.094*
0.044
0.006
-0.529*
-0.185*
-0.179*
0.431*

0.035
0.036
0.034
0.034
0.023
0.020
0.039
0.036
0.060
0.029
0.026
0.047
0.077
0.043
0.032
0.025
0.026
0.052
0.025
0.023
0.023
0.025
0.026
0.027
0.028
0.029
0.038
0.027
0.016
0.022
0.011
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TABLEA2-OBCS AND LOADEDMILESPERPERIODIN USE:
OF EQUATION(7)-MULTIVARIATE REGRESSIONS
ESTIMATES
OF
1992 COEFFICIENT
ESTIMATES
OBC1 AND EVMS1 FORTRAILER-DISTANCE-GOVERNANCE
CELLS

Length of haul

OBC1
Private, van
Private, not van
Contract,van
Contract,not van
Common, van
Common, not van
EVMS1
Private, van
Private, not van
Contract,van
Contract,not van
Common, van
Common, not van
Log of likelihood function

Short

Long

0.674*
(0.327)
-0.004
(0.202)
0.015
(0.236)
-0.356
(0.391)
0.426
(0.297)
-0.266
(0.172)

-0.145*
(0.040)
0.007
(0.061)
-0.085
(0.043)
-0.112
(0.066)
-0.100
(0.075)
0.323*
(0.075)

-0.673
0.158*
(0.065)
(0.405)
-0.385
0.153
(0.263)
(0.103)
-0.271
0.108
(0.054)
(0.487)
0.443
-0.057
(0.114)
(0.412)
0.189*
-0.120
(0.077)
(0.410)
0.247
-0.499*
(0.194)
(0.115)
-68,183

Length of haul
Short

Long

-0.048
0.043
(0.060)
(0.259)
-0.390*
0.160
(0.139)
(0.089)
-0.256
0.031
(0.040)
(0.447)
0.104
-0.158*
(0.098)
(0.169)
0.296
0.097*
(0.290)
(0.035)
-0.201*
-0.002
(0.139)
(0.092)
-68,219

Notes: OBC1 and EVMS1 measurerelationshipsbetween OBC use and trucks' loaded miles
per period in use. Specifications are analogous to those in Table 3. Eicker-Whitestandard
errorsare in parentheses.
* Significantlydifferent from 0 at the 5-percent level.
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